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"Let us walk together with you on your beautiful love story to capture 
the most precious, intimate and timeless moments of you and 
your love ones celebrating the most important day of your life”

Congratulations on your upcoming matrimony!



fb/ig: @dapperpictures 

We combed through many portfolios of photography studios and 
the quality of Kevin’s photos caught our attention and was 
immediately shortlisted. We compared the prices and 
immediately knew we have a bargain on our hands as his work 
was easily on par with very expensive professional 
photographers. 
 
Kevin was very responsive and when we first contacted him, and 
we were impressed with his preparation before the wedding, 
such as asking for photos of the brothers and sisters to know who 
to look out for during the actual day. 
 
On the actual day itself, Kevin arrived early on the day and was 
very professional. Working with him was very easy and we were 
at ease with him around. It is usually a hallmark of a good 
photographer when you do not even realize the photographer 
was working in the background. 
 
When we finally received the photographs, we must say Kevin’s 
work exceeded our expectations. The photographs had all the 
qualities that we were looking for – candid, artistic and creative. 
Kevin also went the extra mile to create a photo slideshow (this 
wasn’t part of the package/requirement from us) that captures 
the essence of our big day. 
 
All in all, we are very pleased and fortunate to have found 
Dapper Pictures. We would definitely recommend Kevin to 
anyone looking for a photoshoot. 
 
- Ong Teng Chiat 

Testimonials from our couples 

“Kevin is also extremely good at 
capturing expressions of people, off 
guard hence natural and priceless. He 
was amazing during the wedding lunch 
where he just knew who to shoot. I guess 
it was also because he had the initiative 
and Heart to know who everybody is 
(Jiemeis, Xiong Dis, family members), and 
their Names. Both our families and friends 
kept singing praises of Kevin and my 
husband and I can’t thank him enough for 
all the wonderful memories he has 
captured!” 
 
- Jermaine Lew 
 

“My wife and I are artists and we expect a 
lot from our photographer. We 
researched over tonnes of websites and 
Dapper Pictures quickly rise up to the top 
of our list. It was the quality of photos that 
quickly caught our eye. Straight off, we 
realize Dapper Pictures photography is 
extraordinary!” 
 
- Brandon and Tan Yin 
 

“Kevin made the whole pre wedding 
experience so refreshing and 
unconventional.There isn’t a single 
awkward posey moment throughout the 
3 days photoshoot. This whole overseas 
prewedding photoshoot is an experience 
I will not trade for anything else with.”” 
 
- Pearlyn Loh 
 

“My husband is horrible at taking photos 
(he has absolutely no idea how to smile 
naturally in front of a camera), but with 
Kevin it really worked. 
Now looking at our pre-wedding shots 
taken in Shanghai by Kevin, I really don’t 
think there could be a better way to 
remember the life my husband and I had 
living in China, and the vision of the future 
we were both looking forward to. Thanks 
Kevin!” 
 
- Goh Shuyi 
 

See more reviews on our fb page 



fb/ig: @dapperpictures 

"We happened to chance upon Kevin’s works. The quality of his 
photos caught our eye with its unique yet natural character. 
 
Right from the get-go, Kevin was happy to meet up with us to 
answer any queries that we may have. After a quick chat with 
Kevin, we decided that we were quite comfortable with him, and 
so we followed our gut feeling and engaged him for our wedding 
shoot. 
 
Before the actual day itself, Kevin also requested for the details 
of the people involved in the wedding and it showed during the 
wedding lunch as he knew who were the people that he should 
pay special attention to (parents, jiemeis, brothers etc). He was 
also able to capture the natural expressions of people during the 
wedding and we received numerous compliments from friends 
and relatives regarding his professionalism and the quality of the 
photos. 
 
Overall, we had a wonderful experience working with Kevin and 
would be more than happy to recommend him to anyone who is 
in need of a wedding photographer for their big day. 
 
Thank you Kevin!" 
 
- KS Lim 

Testimonials from our couples 

“As a Former Creative Director, I have 
worked with numerous photographers 
and Kevin has provided one of the most 
pleasant experiences thus far. 
 
A consummate professional, Kevin went 
above and beyond the expected and 
never once needed to be managed. 
 
A simple discussion was all that was 
required and the results for my wedding 
shoot were breathtaking, capturing 
intimate moments and conveying the 
emotions of the day. Telling our story 
flawlessly." 
 
- Brian Read 
 

“Hardworking photographer, very 
professional, good for those who want 
their photos to "tell a story" and not just 
the run of the mill. Kevin paid a lot of 
attention to our preferences during the 
initial meeting and it shows in the final 
product, which exceeded our 
expectations. Worth every penny. 
 
Kevin really put a lot of effort to make our 
wedding look amazing and we feel happy 
to be able to share the pictures with our 
family and friends” 
 
- Elise Lim 
 

“Kevin is really friendly and patient guy 
who always smiling and approachable. 
We are very happy working with him on 
our actual day and we are very pleased 
with the photos also. All the moments are 
captured and they are in great resolution. 
Really recommend Kevin if you want 
your special day to be beautifully 
captured." 
 
- Natalie Khin 
 

“Been a pleasure working with Kevin, 
both me and Christie would like to extend 
our heartfelt thanks. With a boatload of 
wedding photographers in the market, 
we are so glad we went with our instincts. 
Kevin is intuitive when it comes to 
capturing emotions, and that really 
counts. He insists on meeting everyone 
he works with before the shoot, which i 
think is great, making things not so 
awkward on the day itself. Thanks Kevin, 
from the both of us!” 
 
- Ben and Christie 
 

See more reviews on our fb page 



Destination Prewedding
Petite 
1,688 sgd 
 

Conceptualization of shoot
Excluding photographer's travel and accommodation 
10 hours of destination prewedding shoot
No of locations depending on the shoot itinerary
30 selected images for advanced editing including cleanup, digital 
shaping, exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online   
Resolution for easy sharing online
Unedited images returned in JPEG
A slideshow of the 30 selected images for you to play on screen on   
actual day

Premium 
2,688 sgd 
 

Conceptualization of shoot
Excluding photographer's travel and accommodation
2 days, 20 hours of destination prewedding shoot
No of locations depending on the shoot itinerary
40 selected images for advanced editing including cleanup, digital 
shaping, exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online   
Resolution for easy sharing online
Unedited images returned in JPEG
A slideshow of the 40 selected images for you to play on screen on   
actual day



Actual Day 

Petite 
1,288 sgd 
 

5 hours coverage
All images edited for exposure/tones and color treatment
All images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online Resolution for 
easy sharing online
Delivery in about a month from date of wedding
A Dapper curated slideshow of your Actual Day highlights for you to share 
with your friends and love ones on social (check with us for sample) 

Premium 
2,188sgd 
 

10 hours coverage
All images edited for exposure/tones and color treatment
All images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online Resolution for 
easy sharing online
Delivery in about a month from date of wedding
A Dapper curated slideshow of your Actual Day highlights for you to 
share with your friends and love ones on social (check with us for 
sample)



Local Prewedding
Petite 
1,288 sgd 
 

Conceptualization of shoot
4 hours local prewedding shoot
1-2 location depending on the shoot itinerary
20 selected images for advanced editing including cleanup, digital 
shaping, exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online   
Resolution for easy sharing online
Unedited images returned in JPEG
A slideshow of the 20 selected images for you to play on actual day

Premium 
1,988sgd 
 

Conceptualization of shoot
8 hours local prewedding shoot
Up to 3-4 locations depending on the shoot itinerary
30 selected images for advanced editing including cleanup, digital 
shaping, exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and Online   
Resolution for easy sharing online
Unedited images returned in JPEG
A slideshow of the 30 selected images for you to play on actual day



Casual Engagement Shoot/Solemnization

Petite 
698 sgd 
 

2 hours local casual engagement shoot
1 location
All images edited for exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and 
Online Resolution for easy sharing online
Delivery in about a month from date of shoot
A Dapper curated slideshow for you to play on your AD 

Premium 
988sgd 
 

4 hours local casual engagement shoot
1-2 locations depending on itinerary 
All images edited for exposure/tones and color treatment
All edited images returned in Full Resolution JPEGs and 
Online Resolution for easy sharing online
Delivery in about a month from date of shoot
A Dapper curated slideshow for you to play on your AD



Throughout his photography journey, Kevin from Dapper Pictures has won various international 
photography awards, featured in the press, contributed to leading magazine titles and publications, and 

had his personal works exhibited locally and regionally but he still feel the happiest working with couples, 
understanding who you are, listening to you love story, working with you to document your love 

journey, create images and albums that reflects who you are, capturing the most beautiful, intimate and 
timeless moments of your matrimony. 

 
“It's always wonderful to have all my couples turn friends, seeing how everyone of you live happily after 

your wedding and go on to have your little bundles of joy, I say it's the happiest and most satisfying 
profession I could ask for.” - Kevin, your photographer and friend from Dapper Pictures 

 

About Dapper Pictures 



Drop us a note at                                                    
to meet up for coffee to see if you like us 

 

fb/ig: @dapperpictures 

  “We capture every meaningful detail of your beautiful matrimony, 
the most precious, intimate and timeless moments of you and 
your love ones celebrating the most important day of your life”

info@dapperpictures.com 
 

It's very important you are comfortable and like your photographer so 
you have good rapport with each other to capture the most beautiful images together  

 


